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Introduction
As far as our layout developments go, it’s been a time of continued and steady progress and the signs are
that we will maintain that progress in the coming months. It’s wonderful to see some working signals
being fitted to Sutton, I can’t wait to see them being used ‘in anger’, even if it’s going to make the
panel a bit more challenging! Track for Finchley has had a bumpy ride but we are correcting it and now
pushing on with the bulk of the fiddle yard boards. Aylesbury, too, is making gentle progress with some
key decisions about the infrastructure period and track requirements. I think just about everyone who’s
visited the club has become involved at some point.
There could be interesting times ahead, with the Roundabout Club being re-roofed. At one time this
seemed as unlikely as Thameslink running a full timetabled service (!) More on all this in the following
pages.
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes: Updates on activities
Layouts: the latest updates for each
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
Members’ Matters 1: The Grand Tour Part Three, Bern and Alan B
Members’ Matters 2: A Journey Though Etched Design and Build, Dave Sutton
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, hints & tips

The Picture
Moretonhampstead, 11 June 1962, 3 years after the last BR passenger service.
This is the ‘South Devon Phoenix’, about to leave with Prairie 5153. The train was organised by the
South Devon Railway Society and ran from (and back to) Paignton. Copyright Sid Sponheimer, with
permission ‘Cornwall Railway Society’. ‘Prairie’ 5153 was built at Swindon, entering service in March
1930. At the time of this picture it was allocated to Newton Abbott but moved to Kidderminster
soon afterwards, then to Leamington in mid-1964 before withdrawal in November that year. 5 of
the 6 coaches are painted chocolate & cream. The picture gives an interesting view from the engine
shed, compared to our model of Cheriton Bishop.
Alan Cooper
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CLUB NOTES
Shows & Trips
Stafford show (2020) is confirmed, plus we have an enquiry for Welwyn in 2019 and believe the
gentleman who co-ordinates Bristol and Fareham is keeping us in consideration for 2019/2020.
In the past couple of years Dave Sutton has had a good deal of nuisance to deal with at the CMRA Welwyn
garages when sorting out barriers for our show. It has been bad enough to warrant a complaint to the
CMRA, and they’ve confirmed things will be better when we next need the stuff – we wait and see…
And whilst considering next year’s show – Volunteer(s) please! – because Biggleswade has grown and
changed shape so much we need to re-consider where we place our directional roadside signs for show
day. Could one of our members take on this task please? Please let me know.
We have a confirmed trip to see Tony Wright’s layout, Little Bytham, in October – for Wednesday 17th,
Thursday 18th and Thursday 25th. A number of you have already confirmed your interest, but we will
sort final arrangements as we get closer to the time and if anyone has to drop out we will see if anyone
wants to take their place.
Club room and lighting
Our workstations arrangement has certainly allowed us to be more productive, an excellent idea from
Jim – we’ve regularly seen work being carried out on 3 or 4 areas at once.
We have learned the Roundabout Club will be re-roofed at some time soon. Not before time, I hear you
all say – we are fully expecting the end to a leak that has been a constant pain for 20+ years. Well, the
slight rub will be that we are expected to move some of our stuff out while work is carried out, and as I
write there is no detail of the timescale or just how much we are expected to move. We are almost
certain to need volunteers to help with storage.
I know we’ve talked about a new club room at
times, so how about an old railway station? If we
can raise £425,000 we could consider Dent,
currently on the market! Though possibly only Andy
could get there on a Tuesday night.
Club business
Thank you to everyone for helping John Wakeman
with the new Data Protection requirements, so we
now need to make sure we use the contact list
appropriately. For me in particular it means I have
to take care how I share the newsletter.
Through Andy’s contacts at the Cleveland club we will pick up a couple of spare Fulgurex point motors at
a good price, and we recently bought 100m of rail from KS in Stevenage at about half price – they
couldn’t provide the usual packs but instead disassembled track panels to meet our needs! It can pay to
look after your local shop, though Keith is known to cough when you get out your EBMRS Club discount
card…
Not so much Club business
Did you notice? Richard Harper’s Sidmouth layout was voted as Railway Modeller Best Layout of the
Month for 2017, and is also featured in the July BRM and accompanying DVD. Well done him!

Alan Cooper
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
Since the last Newsletter we’ve finished laying copperclad sleepers on the middle 4 fiddle boards, some
2,000 of them, including their electrical gapping – well done to Roy, Michael and Dave H in particular for
the bulk of this repetitive work, and sorry if I missed anyone!
Bob has had the unenviable task of undoing and rebuilding some of the pre-built pointwork following the
realisation the track gaps were too narrow (a software planning quirk I hadn’t spotted), and we are being
careful to ensure the alignments are correct as we now are starting to lay rails from one corner board
onto the straight sections. In preparing some of this we’ve also realised some of these boards are yet
to have joining bolt holes drilled, even though the alignment dowels are already fitted. The opportunity
is being taken to finalise the position of magnets and track breaks.
Whilst all this has been happening we have
continued to review bits of the backscene. In
particular we know that we need to represent
the Victorian Arkwright Mansions on the
backscene, seen here on the right, and probably
about this angle of view. How’s your
draughtsmanship ? Personally, I don’t want to
attempt a photographic backscene as I am not a
fan – I believe they ‘clash’ with the tones used
on the layout itself. It’s not a done deal yet, so
the challenge is out there for any of you to
demonstrate your creative side for anything
reasonable, otherwise we’ll be having a painted
backscene as with the other layouts.
Bern is gradually working his way through one of the Corporation warehouse buildings at the opposite
end from Finchley Road but we have no proper photo evidence of what it looked like – so it looks like
being a composite, probably with a heavy influence of Post Office post-war ugly modernism, a deliberate
foil to the otherwise Edwardian buildings.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Complete the baseboard joins where currently missing!
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared, this is the next priority.
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed; Jim is assessing/starting work and has identified
component needs.
 The workload requires other volunteers. Bern, Dave Sutton and Roy have stepped up, but don’t
just leave it to them - there will be some of the more straightforward aspects that could be done
by anyone.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up any
of the fiddle yard section.
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points identified.
This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a key part of
which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters. Items to be
identified and purchased.
Alan Cooper
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 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock, and we need to consider the robustness of the fixings to allow for the
vagaries of track cleaning. We already have damaged areas, so will start from scratch. We may
well use brass pins.
 Continue laying track & ensure electrical isolation as we proceed.
 Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions are now being resolved, items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Lighting the layout has been under much discussion. Having observed other layouts at
exhibitions Jim is now firming up an approach. Its attachment to the layout has been considered
by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 There will be a few outbuildings needed for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice
addition but may not be practical; it is very big!
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road (and Arkwright Mansions!), a garage,
the council yard and housing and sports field beyond.
 The Finchley Road end requires the fitting of sub-structures with sufficient access to tracks fro
cleaning etc.
 We shall need a handful of trees

SUTTON-ON-SEA
Work is progressing steadily on the signals, with only (only?!) the platform starters to be fitted with
servos. These then need setting up – by lap top – before we can fully test the whole. Dave Sutton is
ready to start fitting new end boards.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 The protective ends will be replaced as and when the signals work is completed, but they remain
usable for now. Dave is also progressing the new support beams.
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly.
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too.

Alan Cooper
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CHERITON BISHOP
There’s not much required for Cheriton other than to look after it and ensure it will be ready for any
show it goes to
Actions:
Presentation
Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the opposite
strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun. Jim’s wife has agreed to assist with the curtain.

AYLESBURY TOWN
Nigel has spent a good deal of time reviewing the track plan files to ensure the correct version is used,
has printed off all the plan and is using this to determine the track component requirements. Sleepers
will be purchased from the 2mm Association and point parts from British Finescale.
A fundamental aspect of the layout planning has been to determine the era it should be modelled, and
this has been long-considered. The question has been whether to model the station in its BR (E) period,
or go with the later BR (LM) period which altered all the signals and signs. Furthermore, the loco shed
was only opened at the south end later on, and later again the water tank above the coal stage was
removed. The decision has been made to model the late Eastern period so that we can justifiably run
Eastern trains, or London Midland trains immediately before the changes were implemented.
See photo on page 8.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair are
planning to progress this.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as the
impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of scale
and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section. Construction of points to be agreed,
though likely to be soldered PCB. Paul Moss has volunteered to trial some
Electrics
 Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. To be debated.

Alan Cooper
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3-Jul
10-Jul
17-Jul
24-Jul
31-Jul
7-Aug
14-Aug
21-Aug
28-Aug
4-Sep
11-Sep
18-Sep
25-Sep
2-Oct
9-Oct
16-Oct
23-Oct
30-Oct
6-Nov
13-Nov
20-Nov
27-Nov
4-Dec
11-Dec
18-Dec
25-Dec
1-Jan

CLUB TIMETABLE
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Activity notes

Provisional date for Committee meeting

Nominations required for EBMRS Officers and Committee, elections at AGM
Trip to Tony Wright’s layout this week
Trip to Tony Wright’s layout this week
Provisional date for AGM – to be agreed at preceding Committee meeting

Christmas Day – no club night
New Year’s Day – no club night

Alan Cooper
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

03-Jul
05-Jul

7:30

05-Jul

7:30

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

LCGB
Railtour

92 Squadron, Steve Lacey
Cathedrals Express, Kings Cross to Newcastle.

RCTS-MK

A Career with BR, David Maidment

10-Jul

Railtour

The RAF 100, 60163 from Lincoln to Kings Cross and return

14-Jul

Model event

18-Jul

7:30

Motive power tbc.

Model railway show, Hoddesdon

RCTS-H

The Blue Diesel Era, Robert Warburton

21-Jul

Railtour

The Talisman, 60163 Kings Cross to Newcastle and a Deltic on the return

21-Jul

Model event

25-Jul

7:30

STS

26-Jul

7:30

Stev. LS

28-Jul

Model event

CMRA modellers’ day, Watford
AGM, followed by films, tea and chatter
Travels With David Eatwell, Ray Schofield
Northampton & District open day, Hardingstone

04-Aug

Model event

Gricing -On Company Service- Images of an Itinerant Railwayman,
Mike Robinson
Train Collectors’ Society show, Stoke Mandeville

05-Aug

Model event

Model railway show, Leighton Buzzard Railway

11-Aug

Model event

Silverfox model railway show, Milton Keynes

18-Aug

Model event

Northampton & District model show, Cogenhoe

20-Aug
27-Aug

Model event
Railtour

Northans & Rutland O Gauge group meet, Harringworth
The Canterbury Tale, 60163 from Peterborough to Canterbury & return

31-Jul

2:00

RCTS-W

29-Aug

7:30

STS

04-Sep

7:30

LCGB

06-Sep

7:30

RCTS-MK

08 & 09Sep
11-Sep

Model event
7:30

11 Sep
12-Sep

2:00

Switzerland, George Howe
Border Raiders, Dennis Lovett
Railway Roundabout – Gloucester to Gloucester, Brian Arman
Rushden Historical Transport Society model weekend, Rushden

RCTS-H

Colour Rail Journey pt. 7, Paul Chancellor

Railtour

Cathedrals Express, Radlett to Carlisle & return, motive power tbc.

NLRHS

London Bridge Redevelopment, Martyn Back

15-Sep

Model event

23-Sep

Railtour

25-Sep
26-Sep

2:00
7:30

RCTS-W
STS

26-Sep

7:30

HMRS

27-Sep

7:30

Stev. LS

Kettering & District show, Kettering
Cathedrals Express – Kings Cross to Norwich & return. Outward with
61306
Station to Station, Cambridge to London, Terry Ward
Air Traffic Control, Roger Whitehead
Railways of Northamptonshire pt. 4, Robin Cullip & Brian Sullivan
My Swan Song!, Ken Horan

Key to Organiser
Alan Cooper
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North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

Here’s a view of Aylesbury engine shed showing the original water tank over the coal stage, and you can
also see there’s no opening at the far end of the shed (on the left of the two roads)

Alan Cooper
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The Grand Tour 2016, Part 3
On day 6 we drove to Denver to catch our final internal flight to Chicago. It’s 392 miles from Durango to
Denver and, if it included extended sections of freeway, we might have made Denver in a day. However,
the first 300 miles were along ordinary roads and involved crossing the San Juan Mountains and The
Continental Divide at the Sawatch/Sangre de Christo Ridge, so we decided to break our journey at
Manitou Springs.
We got half way through the San Juan Mountains (about 90
miles east of Durango) when we saw a sign for Treasure
Falls. We pulled off the road into the little car park and
read the display board which said it was ‘a stiff 230 yard
walk’ to the falls…..and it was! The path was steep, a bit
slippery and uneven in places, but we got to the top
without too much trouble and the view was worth all the
effort.
Invigorated by all that activity, we continued our journey
through Del Norte, Saguache and Salida to Buena Vista,
where we stopped for lunch.
After lunch, we had only driven a few miles out of Buena
Vista when we came across a real gem. Just off the side
of Highway 24 Alan spotted an old railroad water tower
sitting in splendid isolation in a field and quickly hauled
the car off the road onto a gravel lay by. We both leaped
out, cameras in hand, to investigate further.
Treasure Falls, Colorado
The land is privately owned now but, from subsequent investigation, we found it was the site of Newett
RR station on the long-since abandoned Colorado Midland Railway. There is no town called Newett, just a
handful of isolated buildings, the line being originally built to serve the silver and gold mines in the area.
After the collapse of the mining industry in 1893, it found itself serving only remote farming communities
and its closure in 1920 was inevitable.
The current landowner has preserved the water tower, a section of trackwork including a point, a caboose
and an old clerestory coach.

Alan Cooper
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In this photo the course of the trackbed runs
straight ahead, over the little bridge, then turns
left in front of the water tower (just to the left
of the two trees in the middle distance).
The line was built to standard gauge in 1883
and ran from Colorado Springs all the way
to Grand Junction on the far side of The
Continental Divide and we spent the rest of
the journey trying to identify further
evidence of the railway. We were surprised
to find that large stretches of the line could
still be traced through Hartsel, Lake
George, Florrisant and all the way to
Manitou Springs despite being abandoned
nearly 100 years earlier. It was fascinating.
We stayed overnight in Manitou Springs and the next morning set out for Denver Airport and our flight to
Chicago O’Hare. The flight landed just after lunchtime, so we had time to catch the Metro into the city
to ride on and photograph the Chicago Elevated Railway (The El). The El was built in 1892, has 103 route
miles and 145 stations.

Alan Cooper
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We had a great afternoon and took the Metro back
to O’Hare, where we picked up another hire car and
drove to Elk Grove Village and our final hotel of the
trip. The next day (day 8) we drove out to the
Illinois State RR Museum at Union, about 50 miles
north-west of Chicago.
If you only go to one railway museum in America go
to this one. It is absolutely huge and an exceptional
day out.
The museum occupies 46 acres. It has 5 miles of
main line, a one mile streetcar loop and an
additional one and a half miles of trackwork in 9
roofed ‘barns’. The barns are up to 450ft long and
can hold several full-length trains.
There are also 5 open-air yards, all roughly the same size as the barns, and they need it all as the stock
list is staggering.
As well as 6 trolley cars, 17 streetcars and 17 rapid transit cars, there are 19 Milwaukee Electric Railway
cars, 19 Chicago & North Western cars, 17 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy cars including the complete
Nebraska Zephyr, 17 Chicago North Shore cars including an Electroliner, 17 Illinois Terminal cars, 19
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific cars, 23 steam locomotives, 26 diesel locomotives and other
assorted freight and passenger cars!
In season, there are regular train rides on the main line and an interval service runs on the streetcar
loop. You are free to wander wherever, and photograph whatever, you like and admission is only $10,
and that includes unlimited rides. It was extraordinary value for money and an absorbing day out. Here
are some photos to whet your appetite (sorry about the lack of captions. There were too many exhibits
to record them all)

Alan Cooper
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This strange monster is Pennsylvania RR Class
GG1 2Co-Co2 electric locomotive No 4927.
Built 1942. Weight 213 tons. 4620hp.
There were 139 GG1s and they operated
passenger and fast freight services between New
York, Philadelphia, Washington and Harrisburg.
They were very fast and could accelerate 14
loaded passenger cars from rest to 100mph in 65
seconds.
No 4927 ran on the Pennsylvania and Penn
Central Railroads until the PCRR went bankrupt
in 1971. That year, 40 of them passed to Amtrak
and No 4927 was the last to be withdrawn in
1981.

Alan Cooper
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It is not generally known, but Chicago’s first subways
were built to carry freight, not passengers. From
1906 the Chicago Tunnel Co. operated 149 2ft gauge
electric locomotives and 3200 freight cars along 58
miles of tunnels under the city centre. They ran 40ft
below the roadways and served most major stores,
office buildings, post offices and railroad stations. All
operations ended in 1939 and, it was thought, all the
stock was scrapped. However, one locomotive and 5
ash cars were found abandoned in an old tunnel when
the Lake Shore Drive area of the city was
redeveloped in 1996.

1908 Chicago Surface Lines snow sweeper

Alan Cooper
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Grand Trunk Western RR 1942 4-8-4 No 6323
.
Norfolk and Western RR Class
Y3a Mallet articulated 2-8-8-2
locomotive No 2050. Built in
1923 in ALCO's Richmond
workshops.
It is coal fired, has 4’9"
driving wheels, two 39" x 32"
low-pressure cylinders driving
the leading bogie and two 25"
x 32" high-pressure cylinders
driving the trailing bogie.
45 were built, they had a
tractive effort 114,166 lbs,
weighed 278 tons and were
capable of 55mph. The last
one was retired in 1961.

Alan Cooper
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I thought I’d save this until last. This three-piece ensemble is the largest and most powerful
locomotive ever to run on US tracks, and possibly in the world. Union Pacific operated a fleet of 55
gas turbine locomotives and No 18 was one of the last batch of 30 that had a tractive effort of 146,000
lbs and developed an incredible 8,500hp.
These C-C + C-C locomotives were built by Alco-GE between 1958 and 1961; the whole unit weighed
610 tons and was over 80ft long. The turbines burned heavy fuel oil that was less expensive than
diesel, but was highly viscous and heaters had to be built into the fuel tanks to heat it to 93°C before
it could be fed into the turbine. They were nicknamed "Big Blows" for their deafening, jet engine
exhaust noise.
They were capable of 65mph but were more famous for their brute force and the ability to haul
freight trains over a mile long over the steeply graded lines between Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Ogden,
Utah. These huge locomotives, with their big appetite for fuel oil, soon fell victim to the more
efficient diesel locomotives and they were all withdrawn in 1969.
Our visit to the Illinois State RR Museum was the perfect end to a wonderful trip and all that
remained for us to do was to drive back to O’Hare, drop off the hire car and catch our overnight flight
back to London.
I hope we haven’t rambled on too long for everyone but, as you have probably realised, it truly was
the trip of a lifetime and we did, and saw, a lot. The Americans have a word for it: Awesome.

Alan Cooper
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Some facts about the trip:
How long were we away:
How many photos did we take:
How many flights did we take:
What was the distance flown:
How many hire cars did we use:
What was the distance driven:
What was the total distance travelled:
How many hotels did we stay in:
How many US States did we visit:
How much did it cost:
Was it worth it:

8 whole days. We landed back at Heathrow early on day 9.
We both took hundreds.
5. Two international and three US internal.
11,244 miles
3
765 miles
12,009 miles (not including to/from home to Heathrow)
5
4. California, Nevada, Colorado and Illinois
LOTS!
OH YES!

Bern and Alan B

-----------------------------------------------------------CLASS 14 ‘Teddy Bear’, by Alan
It amused me to read about the largest locomotive (above) and I immediately thought of the
comparison with the Class 14, being from the same era and comparable life span!
Union Pacific Gas Turbine
1958
1969
146,000lb
8,500
55
600 tons
65 mph

Alan Cooper
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Top speed
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A Journey Through Etched Design & Build.

March 2018

Dave Sutton

Those within the club (that pay attention) will know that my preference is for the pre-grouping, and
specifically the Great Northern. But in addition, I do like the odd and quirky light railways that started
out, and were gradually consumed by the big players.
Top of the list is the ‘Sandy & Potton Tramway’ with its 2 locomotives ‘Shannon’ and ‘Little England’.
Both of these were manufactured by George England in London, with Shannon made to order, whereas
Little England was purchased after a spell at the Great Exhibition of 1851 and trials on other railways.
As a 12 year old, I tried to make Shannon using the Airfix Pug as a base but a lack of skill meant it
wasn’t successful, and so the wish to own Shannon faded. Luckily this aberration has been lost in a
fog of plastic cement, bent sprues and cereal box card (the skint modeller’s favourites)
Step forward to the present day. I had been looking over the previous months at etching some parts I
required for Sandy, when in conversation about these and other parts, an off- hand comment
mentioned that a modeller from Bristol was building the Wantage tramway in P4. This piqued my
interest and I asked how he was going to build Wantage Tramway No 5 ‘Jane’ (as Shannon had
become) He replied he didn’t know, but gave me the modeller’s (Robin) email address.
I contacted Robin and it transpired that he had no option but to scratchbuild her, as nothing was
available. I figured at this point that if the only way to get Shannon was to scratchbuild her then this
was the opportune time and I’d have a go as well. Between us we worked out what we could do and
what parts could easily be etched and I volunteered to get these drawn up and etched if Robin could
help with info. Between us have passed many hundreds of photographs as well as drawings,
measurements and sketches. As the project rolled on another 2 modellers surfaced that were after
‘Jane’ and with new ideas the etch got larger and larger.
To even think of starting you must first start with a decent set of photographs, luckily ‘Jane’ had been
photographed on many occasions working on the WTC, she was then ‘plinthed’ at Wantage Road
before finally ending up at the Great Western Society’s Didcot Railway Centre as part of the national
Collection.
This shows her at Wantage with one of the many
chimneys she carried and the cab sheets added
when she was either at Crewe or WTC, note the
buffer extensions to raise the height of the
buffers, the rest is original including the
handrail and knobs above the side sheets.

The most important information required is
drawings, especially those with measurements. Luckily for me, Model Railway Journal carried a 10 part
article on scratchbuilding ‘Jane’ in 7mm. This came with a wealth of drawings of her in her later guise,
as well as many other details. I also have a sectional drawing from ‘The Engineer’ from 1860 which
shows her original layout prior to the cab additions and buffer extensions
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All the drawings are loaded into a 2D design
program, I use one called ‘Inkscape’, (there
are others such as Coreldraw, TurboCad and
Adobe Illustrator but they can be very
expensive) it’s fairly straightforward to use
(after a bit of practice) although it is lacking in
some features important in relation to etching.
In brief it draws in .SVG but for etching these
need to be converted into .DXF It will convert
the lines in .SVG into .DXF if they are required
for cutting (such as laser or Silhouette cutter)
but it does not infill with the colours required
for the etching phototool. To overcome this I
prepare in .SVG then convert to .PDF. The
etching company are then able to use this for
the phototool.
There are some simple rules to work to. The company I use requires any areas not to be etched with
acid to be in Black, those areas etched ½ way from the front in Red and those ½ etched from the back
in Blue. There are other rules such as Tag width as well as nesting tolerances but I won’t bore
everyone too much with them. I prepare the drawing using the colours but I send a Front and Back set
of files so that I am able to check that colours have been deleted or converted.
When the drawings are loaded they need to be scaled to the appropriate size. Obviously I use 4mm to
the foot but they can be any size required. It has to be noted that even with scaled drawings you must
always use measurements to actually draw. For intricate parts found on locomotives the technique is
to trace the part required from the drawing, but simply tracing could replicate an error in the original
drawing; a measurement will verify it. It could be drawn ‘freehand’ but this is very time consuming.
This is laying out the slidebars and
crosshead, The bars are traced and have
strengthening ribs ½ etched to aid with
alignment, the crosshead will be made
from a laminate of 4 parts, 2 inner and 2
outer to form the shoulder, to the right
are 2 variations of the frame plate that
supports the rear of the slidebars. This
area was very complex due to the
tolerances required for wheels, bearings,
rods and crankpins. On the left is the
outline of the cylinder rear cover with the
cut-outs to locate the slidebars.
This area took some 10 hours to draw
and check, but on construction showed that a further 0.5mm on the width over the cylinders would have been
preferred
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Inkscape allows you draw in many layers, and at any time you can
have the layers open for viewing. This means that parts can be
drawn in isolation to others but overlaid.
I won’t go into too much detail in this article on how to use it, but I
use Inkscape a lot now for either etching or cutting files for the
Silhouette cutter. It does not do 3D, I use a different program for
that.
Once the basic components were drawn I used the etching file to
make a cutting file for the Silhouette cutter, this would mean that I
could check the parts for size and fit before committing to a
phototool

The many layers (with more to add) with
some open and unlocked for editing

As a first fit it went well proving that the parts were of the
right dimensions and fitted together

Once we were all happy with the parts they were
assembled into one file and laid out in the most
economical way. The cost of etching is in 2 parts, the
phototool and the sheet size, keeping both as small as
possible keeps the cost down. I then produced a Front
and a Back to the tool.
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The initial artwork before the addition of original brake parts and other.

And what you get delivered.
I had the sheet etched in .4mm Nickel silver as this has more strength for chassis parts and the cab
sheets which are small and unframed.
I then set to assembling the parts from the fret into various components, the buffer beams were a
multi-laminate and I had put a hole for some .5mm rod to thread them all onto so that made it easier.
The toolbox and oiler were a fold-up as was the well tank and the ashpan, this also had another halfetch layer with rivet detail. The cylinder block was a fold-up with plates of full and ½ etch detail
added. This all went together well with no real issues identified.
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The next parts were the frames,
footplate, smokebox and firebox, again
these went together as planned. What
can be seen in the firebox space is the
gearbox.

The gearbox and motor presented
what was the greatest challenge
with this build, I have numerous
small motors that I could use but
with others now building her I
thought I ought to try and fit an
easily obtained motor and gearbox
combo. I had already used the
planner from Highlevel (I loaded it
into Inkscape) and identified that
the combo that might work was
the Slimliner + with 54:1 gears on
a Mashima 1020 motor. Part of
the issue was the size of the motor
in relation to the boiler, Simply
put, the motor is 12mm over its
diameter and the boiler is 12.7mm
externally.
I attacked the inside of the boiler with various files until it was wafer thin and the motor slid inside.
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That was the first part done, the second was
getting the motor and gearbox inside the
firebox and chassis.

It’s difficult to convey just how tight
a squeeze this is, I’ve hacked and
ground all the surplus from the
gearbox as every bit of clearance
helps.

Eventually it’s in, I popped a spare
axle in and it lined up with the rear
axle bearings. Now I had to get the
boiler on, this proved difficult as I’d
use too large gauge wire on the
motor and the only available space
for them was above the motor, so I
swapped them for the finest and
most flexible wire I had, and the
boiler slid on with ease!
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With the boiler finally fitted
over the motor it showed up
a 0.5mm deficiency in the
height of the firebox, this
was easily rectified by
unsoldering and packing up
with some fret.

With the main parts completed I fixed the
cab sheets with the aid of some Markits
extended handrail knobs and Nickel Silver
rod, the toolbox and oiler were fixed to
the footplate and the castings for the
safety dome and chimney fitted (more on
these later)

Attention now turned to the motion, I had originally
intended to find some castings from suppliers such as
London Road Models that would be suitable, I even
purchased some but all were just too big and could not be
thinned or reduced enough such is the small size of this
engine. I had little option but to draw the components up
with the intention of laminating them,
The rods were in 2 parts, a full thickness and a ½ showing
the detail.
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The crosshead was in 4 parts (described earlier) and was probably the most difficult part to solder.
The ‘pin’ is to locate inside a brass rod as the piston rod

The assembled motion with just a bit
more cleaning up required, rather
than paint I will chemically blacken it

The smokebox door came from the spares
box and had to be flattened off to replicate
the original, the hinge was soldered on with
some rod as a hinge pin, The clack valve is a
Markits item.
With the addition of the valve and chimney
castings there are just a few fittings to add
to the top of the firebox, these were made
from bits of rod and tube, The handbrake
wheel was on the fret and was added to
more tube as a brakestand, the reversing
lever is again Markits but chopped about,
and I have 2 crew to add when it is finally
painted
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Here is the finished model ready for a final clean and paint, there is no definitive livery for her but
after some investigation and help from others it’s quite likely she was in ‘Royal Blue’ livery which was
adopted by George England after Little England’s spell at the Great Exhibition. As usual I found this
out after I’d painted her red!

Chimney & Dome Castings
These were originally just going to be scratchbuilt in plastic, but as more came on board it became
obvious that they would ideally need to be cast in whitemetal to add weight as well as produce the
numbers required. So patterns were made in the homemade ‘lathe’…..a 12V battery drill.
I put together some sketches with the accurate dimensions of the parts then welded together various
sizes of plastic rod and tube. I added spigots to hold them in the drill and then shaped them by
spinning the drill at various speeds and attacking them with the point of a knife blade, files and any
odd tool I thought would work.

I needed 2 different chimneys for her original and GW pattern one, a dome, a brake cylinder for her
later days and 2 water filler pipes each side of the boiler.
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The finished dome.

I then used some high temperature silicon to make a
mould and raided the spares box for any old bits of
whitemetal (as well as Bern’s spares box) Using my
gas torch I melted it in a crucible which came from
China (£2.10 for 4 including the postage!) and poured
it into the mould. The picture shows the test pour to
stiffen the mould so I can cut the airways. Getting
the temperature right is difficult and I think I got it
wrong once as the mould didn’t have the life it should
have. I did though get the initial numbers required
but I have since redrawn the parts for 3D printing and
obtained them this way. They are nice and crisp but
lack the weight of whitemetal, the build has shown
though that enough weight can be added to the
chassis to overcome this.

Next up is ‘Little England’; she’s even smaller, and the etches were delivered last week!...
Dave S

May 2018.
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East-West Rail
A speculative review of planning in the district suggests Biggleswade – Sandy – Potton could become a
‘string city’ with the EW rail link restored along with improvements to the A1 trunk road.
Great Northern & ECML route
We now know the Virgin ECML franchise is back in public ownership as the LNER from 24 June, for a
couple of years at least anyway; it’s becoming a bit of a yo-yo franchise! In the background of this,
Grand Central has applied for additional paths for its trains between the North East and West
Yorkshire and London.
The new Azuma trains are planned to commence on a London – Leeds – London – Hull turn in
December, with a nine car class 800/1 bi-mode unit. We’ll then start to see class 801/1 5 car EMUs,
800/2 bi-mode and 801/2 9 car bi-modes on a variety of services.

New trains for the Moorgate services are progressing, with 12 of the ordered 25 class 717 already built
and undergoing tests in Germany.
The Thameslink Great Northern press release web pages include a cab-view video of the journey
through the new Canal Tunnel.
The first working day of the new timetable (Monday 21st May) provided a lot of opportunity for
comment in the press, as would be understandable. I had a look at the second working day to see
how it looked, with about 2/3rds of trains running within 3 minutes of timed departure from
St. Pancras low-level and about 15% of trains officially ‘cancelled’, though about half of those were
‘by design’ for an initial 3 week bedding-in period. For whatever reason, the northbound trains
suffered more than the southbound.
The most excessive delays were to overnight trains, and 5 night bus services were listed so presumably
there were operational reasons for some of this activity. The fact that 29 trains were cancelled due
to train crew issues is a little concerning, but I have no idea how normal that is!
Alan Cooper
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In the following couple of weeks of meltdown (and both some quite ridiculous and understandably
angry comments in the press) there has been a temporary re-write of the timetable, which has still
failed to stem the issues.
I’ve had a further look at the services scheduled to serve Hitchin or Biggleswade – at the end of June
we have a slight increase (from its lowest point) in the number of planned services, but the numbers
in the following table suggest there are no more trains running.

25-May
204
142
69.6%

Hitchin
11-Jun
22-Jun
133
151
106
126
79.7%
83.4%

62

27

25

28-Jun
151
102
67.5%
10
39
4
2
27
1
1
2
2
2

Planned services
Actually run
% trains run
Bus replacement
Services cancelled
Cancellation reason
inbound service late
issue with train crew
planning error
problem at depot
problem with train
rail defect
train operator's request
Not Stopping

25-May
88
58
65.9%
30

Biggleswade
11-Jun
22-Jun
58
74
45
60
77.6%
81.1%
13

14

28-Jun
73
58
79.5%
15

It’s interesting to look at the cancellation reasons on 28 June – mostly still due to ‘planning error’,
with others to add to the chaos. In addition to the 39 cancellations, 2 of the 102 services that ran
missed the Hitchin stop. Not good! I look forward to it all running properly…..one day.
On a lighter note, there is a
regular afternoon freight
working of spoil empties from
Barrington (near Foxton, on
the Cambridge line) to
Wembley and it’s usually a
class 66 working. On 25 June
the working included the
extremely unusual pairing of
56103 leading 50008; the class
50 was withdrawn from
regular BR service in 1992, but
is now part of Hanson Traction
(along with the 56) based at
Washwood Heath in
Birmingham!
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued and ongoing from No 10 & 21 –
 Oerlikon units:
John Redrup of London Road Models showed
me the masters for the ‘gubbins’ that will go
under the underframes. He’s also produced
some vacuum-formed roofs, knows what he
will include for the underframes and trailer
bogies, and is working on the masters for the
motor bogie. He’s hopeful this will
culminate in a late-2018 release (but nothing
announced yet)
Continued from 21, and remains open
 The Committee has suggested we may
begin to consider what layout is built next.
We must, of course, progress Finchley and
Aylesbury, so this is regarded as a longer
term idea and therefore we will use the time
to ensure the project would be fully debated
and planned from the outset. It will be
aided enormously if it will make use of the
trestles and beams and is not a large
scheme! The floor is therefore open to your
proposals.

 Standing item:
Do you have stock suitable for running on
club layouts? Or maybe you need to bring
stock in for advice from other members?
If you want your stock to run on club layouts
then it will need to conform to minimum
standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than
‘train set’, using code 75 track, and
Aylesbury (N scale) is using fine code 40.
For any layout we need to stock it with
appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles,
back-to-backs and couplings that will enable
the layout to operate smoothly. The OO
layouts use Sprat & Winkle couplings,
Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift
the presentation of any layout.

Currently we have a small selection of ideas
from Bob, primarily as adaptations or
extensions of the club’s existing layouts –
e.g. variations on a docks area for Sutton, an
additional baseboard for Cheriton to make a
through line.
 Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the
following in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L x2)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L x2, XL)
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